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Aesthetic Politics Corruptness Philosophy Climate landform
Alexandria absolute monarchy transparent capitalism Alpine climate alpine
Amsterdam anarchism honest Existentialism Desert climate or arid climate coastal
Angkor Wat Aristocracy functional fascism Humid continental climate hillland
Bangkok command communism Corrupt hedonism Humid subtropical climate island
Barcelona communism free association bribery mandatory humanism Ice cap climate landlocked
Beijing confederation liberalism Mediterranean climate plains
Berlin Dictatorship logical positivism Oceanic climate riparian
Boston EuroSocialism marxism Polar climate savannah
Brussels fascism moralism Semi-arid climate steppe
Budapest Feudalism nationalism Subarctic climate swamp/marsh
Buenos Aires Meritocracy nihilism Tropical monsoon climate
Cairo parlimentary monarchy pacifism Tropical rainforest climate
Carthage Plutocracy rationalism Tropical savanna climate
Constantine (algeria) post-scarcity relativism Tundra climate
Damascus Representative Democracy romanticism Temperate climate
Detroit Social Democracy stoicism
Dubai socialism utilitarianism
Fez Technocracy
Geneva theocracy
Hanoi
Hong Kong
Istanbul
Jericho
Jerusalem
Laos
Las Vegas
Lhasa
London
Londonderry
Longyearbyen



Technology Year Wealth (average) inequality education Borders Violence
agriculture pre-0 destitute equal universal and quality City state and contested unknown
art 100-500 very poor mostly equal universal rudimentary city state and uncontested low crime
communication 500-1000 poor amicably inequal partial and quality close and contested average crime
manufacturing 1000-1300 modest inequal with class tension partial and rudimentary close and uncontested high crime
materials 1400-1600 comfortable greatly inequal with class tension universal and inequal average and contested very high crime
medicine 1700 wealthy amicably greatly inequal partial and inequal average and uncontested war zone
research 1770 luxurious far and contested
travel/ transport 1800 unthinkable far and uncontested
warmaking 1850
business 1870

1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000

post 2000
post 2050



GDP Source population Defendabilty Detail Detail
exported agriculture village very low women at the windows women at the windows TYPE ANYTHING HERE TO GENERATE
exported manufacturing town low towers above boulevards towers above boulevards
money management large town average statues statues
nonexported agriculture city high ruins at the city's edge ruins at the city's edge
nonexported manufacturing large city very high stars are very visible stars are very visible
R&D megacity loud even at night loud even at night
tourism the sky is covered by clouds/smog the sky is covered by clouds/smog
other animals common in the city animals common in the city

churchs/temples everywhere churchs/temples everywhere
people keep crossing your path people keep crossing your path
cats in the allyways cats in the allyways
stunning gardens stunning gardens
streetsweepers laughing in groups streetsweepers laughing in groups
rose arbors at every gate rose arbors at every gate
tree-shaded paths tree-shaded paths
craftsmen at work craftsmen at work
the birds are watching you the birds are watching you
paperwork requested paperwork requested
arguments in cafes arguments in cafes
the river in the city the river in the city
bridges bridges
canals canals
fine iron filigree everywhere fine iron filigree everywhere
carts rattling on the streets carts rattling on the streets
streetlights and shadows streetlights and shadows
pigeons and rats pigeons and rats
tall, tall, buildings tall, tall, buildings
thriving immigrant community thriving immigrant community
many many languages spoken many many languages spoken
worn down streets worn down streets



Aesthetic Politics Corruptness Philosophy Climate
TYPE ANYTHING HERE TO GENERATE New Delhi Plutocracy honest relativism Subarctic climate

  

Example City
NOLA Representive Democracy corrupt romanticism humid subtropical

NYC Representive Democracy functional rationalism Oceanic climate



landform Technology Year Wealth (average)inequality education Borders
alpine manufacturing post 2050 wealthy amicably greatly inequal partial and quality close and contested

swamp/marsh art post 2000 poor amicably inequal universal and inequal close and uncontested

swamp/marsh business post 2000 wealthy greatly inequal universal and inequal close and uncontested



Violence GDP Source population Defendabilty Detail Detail
war zone tourism megacity average bridges rose arbors at every gate

high crime tourism large town very low fine iron filigree everywhere tree-shaded paths

high crime money management megacity high tall, tall buildings pigeons and rats
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Aesthetic Politics Corruptness Philosophy Climate landform
Los Angeles
Machu Picchu
Madrid
Marrakech
Milan
Moscow
Mumbai
New Delhi
NOLA
NYC
Paris
Persepolis
Pompeii
Quebec
Rio de Janeriro
Rome
San Franscisco
Sao Paulo
Seattle
Seoul
Shanghai
Singapore
Stockholm
Tangiers
Tenochitilan
Tokyo/Kyoto
Vatican City
Venice
Washington DC
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Aesthetic Politics Corruptness Philosophy Climate landform

INSTRUCTIONS
You can add or remove anything you like from the generator's input. You can add new columns for new catagories of output, or remove that one philosophy you hate, etc etc.
The output will only change on edit. just type something into any cell and click away and the generator will activate
Just copy the randomizer formula over to the next column to the right if you want to add something. I especially recommend adding your own touch to the "detail" columns
After all, there are an infinite number of details a city could have!
If you're a native of NOLA or NYC, don't contact me to tell me all about how wrong I got your city and how it's actually incredible. NOLA is one of my favorite cities on Earth,
and I'm reducing it down enough to fit in a spreadsheet random generator. If you want it to be different in your copy of the sheet, change it.
Most of the items are relative to the wider society of the world, and whether a city has universal and quality, universal and rudimentary, or universal and inequal education depends entirely on what "quality education" means
If you generate a city that is perfect for what you need in every way, except it says "plains" when *you* wanted it to be "alpine"........
just pretend it says alpine. 
If two parts of the output seem to contradict each other, you can either change them to something else, ignore it, or find a creative way that they *don't* contradict, actually.
Example: Climate: arctic, landform: alpine, technology: warmaking, defendibility: LOW
what a fascinating city it would make... I imagine an frozen mountainside warmongering citystate imports food. Perhaps they are terribly vulnerable to siege?

If you make a cool city, copy it. If you change anything on the sheet it'll be gone forever.

Credit for inspiration goes to Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities    

Feel free to use the output as inspiration for writing, worldbuilding, alternate histories, TTRPG campaigns, or anything else you can think up.

Please reach out and tell me what you're working on if this generator is useful to you! I'd love to hear about it.

Creator: Constantine at https://shenaniganery.neocities.org



Technology Year Wealth (average) inequality education Borders Violence

You can add or remove anything you like from the generator's input. You can add new columns for new catagories of output, or remove that one philosophy you hate, etc etc.

Just copy the randomizer formula over to the next column to the right if you want to add something. I especially recommend adding your own touch to the "detail" columns

If you're a native of NOLA or NYC, don't contact me to tell me all about how wrong I got your city and how it's actually incredible. NOLA is one of my favorite cities on Earth,

Most of the items are relative to the wider society of the world, and whether a city has universal and quality, universal and rudimentary, or universal and inequal education depends entirely on what "quality education" means

If two parts of the output seem to contradict each other, you can either change them to something else, ignore it, or find a creative way that they *don't* contradict, actually.
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